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‘Building on firm foundations’ - reporting on our 32nd Year
Our Chairman writes
South Africa remains constantly in the news. Next
June this will reach fever pitch as football fans world
wide watch the outcome of the World Cup. It is likely
that the doubters will be persuaded that, for the first
time, an African nation can actually host this event, as
ten wonderful stadia are completed at the cost of
about £1 billion. This has indeed brought a large
number of new jobs with an enormous fillip to
national morale. Meanwhile President Zuma, now
four months in office, remains ‘on a roll’ and has
“handsomely confounded his critics” (Economist
24/09/09) with his wise appointments and steady
management of national affairs. It will be wonderful if
this continues.
However, many deprived people have recently
demonstrated their anger and frustration that their
circumstances remain harsh, as they can see few
benefits in their lives. They too have aspirations and
hopes which the government struggles to fulfil. Yet
progress is actually being made, but inevitably just
not fast enough. Particularly in rural areas there
remains much poverty and deprivation confirming a
role for Helwel Trust for many years to come.
We can report steady and active progress over the last
year and the fuller reports in this Newsletter confirm
this. The Kwanele Centre near Nqutu funded by a
part of the legacy from our founders Drs Anthony and
Maggie Barker is all but completed and will help
enormously in the social and medical care that the
community gives to HIV/AIDS victims.
Near
Nkandla a desperately under resourced school will
benefit now from two classrooms built with funds left
under the will of Dr Mary Rose Kirkpatrick.
Council keeps in regular touch with ACAT and TREE
and we are delighted with the steady benefits that
have been achieved by those partnerships. At the
Council meeting this November we will look at their
proposals requesting a further three years support and
we very much hope that our strong links can continue.
Our links have always been enhanced by personal
visits, and we are very pleased that Liz and Russ
Sharp will be going to South Africa in January with
an opportunity to see various projects. We do so

KwaNele Home Based Care Centre
Members of the Committee stand before the building
that is now nearing completion – this is a project in
memory of Drs Anthony & Maggie Barker, not
many miles from the Charles Johnson Memorial
Hospital in Nqutu. See inside for a more detailed
report.

much hope that you will be able to come to a special
meeting on Saturday 13th March 2010 at Southwark
Cathedral when they will talk about their visit.
Supporters gathered in June for the annual Helwel Hike
in the glorious Gloucestershire Cotswold countryside,
having a most enjoyable day together. We thank
Andrew and Tessa Pemberton for planning and hosting
the event.
As always I am extremely grateful for all the support for
the Trust from Council members who enable us to
continue our work.
You will see from the accounts that the Trust income
has been blessed by continuing good support from our
Friends of the Trust. This has allowed us to increase the
amounts of our support for ACAT and TREE, while we
have made grants from our legacy funds to two
significant building projects. We do so much hope that
you will be able to maintain your interest and support
for the work of Helwel Trust and for that we say an
enormous “thank you”.
Howard Mowbray

KWABAKA
A SEARCH FOR EXCELLENCE IN CARING
The history of a mission hospital community in Zululand
Dr Jon Larsen
This book is unlike those written by Anthony Barker
about the hospital, because it sets out to record the
history of the Charles Johnson Memorial Hospital, from
its founding in 1930, through its nationalization in 1975,
up to its take-over by the first democratic government
in 1994 – it is the story of the community, rather than
that of the Barkers.
That community served what was truly an
extraordinarily successful mission hospital at Nqutu, in
View over CJMH 1968
Zululand. It was successful in offering an excellent level
of care to the rural people in the area, in an era in which
mission hospitals were the only source of such care. It was also successful in resisting the efforts of the apartheid
government to force it into the ‘separate development’ mould. In addition, it produced some nationally important
innovations for rural health care, innovations which have saved thousands of lives of rural poor people in South
Africa, and which remain relevant today.
The success of the hospital was built on 4 wonderful people:
Archdeacon Charles Johnson and Margaret, his wife, moved onto the Isandlwana plain to establish a mission station
in November 1879, when the wild dogs were still cleaning up the carcasses of animals and men which had not yet been
buried there after the Battle in January of that year. They lived in the Nqutu district, building up an amazing
system of schools and mission stations, and providing rudimentary health care until their deaths in 1927 and 1930. A
little mission hospital was established in their memory in the district in 1930.
Drs Anthony and Margaret Barker arrived from the UK in 1945 to work in that hospital. They remained there until
1974, when they were more or less driven out by the government of the day, although their work had been recognized
with offers of professorial posts at Natal and Witwatersrand Medical Schools and an Honorary Doctorate for
Anthony from the University of Natal. The Special Branch considered they were dangers to the system, so their
appointments at Natal Medical School were rescinded.
They built up the hospital from 12 beds to effectively 600 beds with a large and effective clinic system by 1968. They
were extraordinarily effective in building a multiracial community when apartheid was at its most terrible, and they
were faithful in documenting the effect of that policy on rural communities dependent on migratory labour. Anthony
Barker was also a gifted writer, speaker and thinker in days when such people were so desperately needed.
The Barkers were unusual, because they lived very simply, never owning a car and giving most of their salaries to
help the hospital grow and to assist families in difficulty. They drew around them some exceptional people, building
teams which achieved huge success with very poor resources. They died together in their 70s, when their tandem
bicycle collided with a truck a few days after their golden wedding anniversary, as they set out to retrace the route
they had taken on honeymoon in the Lake District in the UK.
Dr Larsen writes “I worked with the Barkers from 1965 to 1968, specializing in Obstetric Gynaecology, and returned
to join the team from 1973 to 1977. I took over from Anthony as medical superintendent in 1974. I also maintained
a loose connection with the hospital until 1995, through the advanced diploma midwives I trained there and at King
Edward Hospital.”
This story is important because it gives a direction for health service provision and also it can provide motivation for
health workers for the work they are called to do. The book presents a relevant history at a time when those who
lived it are dying.
The book contains a large range of photographs to illustrate the book, most of them taken by Anthony Barker and
lodged in the Alan Paton Center and Struggle Archives at the University of KZN Pietermaritzburg campus.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PURCHASING A COPY
Please will you let Russ Sharp know (contact details on the back of this Newsletter).
The cost will be in the region of £10. Russ is hoping to meet John Larsen in February
and return to this country with sufficient copies of the book to satisfy demand.
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ACAT

Africa Co-operative Action Trust

Helwel Trust is involved in two of ACAT’s targeted areas: Nkandla and Nqutu.
In the Nkandla area we support both the Entrepreneurial Development
Programme (EDP) and Sustainable Agriculture Programme (SAP) whilst in the
Nqutu area we oversee SAP funding for another donor.
In the Nkandla area, we have now completed the current 3-year funding cycle
whilst the SAP funding has a further two years to run.
Thembi Madondo remains responsible for
both the EDP development in Nkandla
and Nqutu areas. ACAT say that ‘He is good at organising and delegating to
personnel and has organised his work well. He also has a good team that
comprises Community Volunteer Co-ordinator (CVC), Joseph Dlamini, and
Community Volunteers (CVs). The Community Management Committee is
working well’ Also on the team is Mr Mahlobo who is the Community
Volunteer Co-ordinator for the SAP programme and the newly appointed,
Sebenzile Mdalose who is the CVC for the remote area of Mandaba. Her
appointment brings much encouragement to the people living there.
The management committee have been pleased to find a centrally placed
church building where they can meet for their monthly meetings. These are
useful times to oversee the formation of new groups (of five people),
processing loans and generally facilitating the work of the community
volunteers.

Ntombifuthi Khumalo from
Nkandla sells her poultry

Initially all groups attend an ‘Integrated Livelihood Approach’
course that enables them to learn basic skills such as elements of
book-keeping as well as addressing causes of poverty, illness and
what can be done to overcome them. Having attended this course
and grown together as a group they then choose whether to form
an EDP or SAP group with home food security gardens being
common to both. It’s good to learn that the gardens have done
well due to good late rains and that fencing has been allocated to
9 gardens – essential protection against ‘marauding’ livestock!
ACAT report that ‘establishing businesses is still difficult as it
takes a true entrepreneur to push through and establish a
Group members doing
successful business. As this is a deep rural area most group
Adult Basic Education and Training
members are satisfied with additional income from their
(literacy and numeracy)
agricultural endeavours. In this regard an opportunity was
with facilitator Hlengiwe Mazibuko.
offered and taken up through the CMC, co-operating with the
sustainable agriculture programme to grow herbs for essential oils. There is a good profit in this and both SAP and
EDP group members have been encouraged to grow these herbs. It will be interesting to see how this communitydriven initiative pans out.’
The following story is great to read. ‘Jabulani Mahlobo is a
shining example of people who are still thinking about doing
something about their development. Back in 2002 he had
nothing but determination to change his life. He participated in
the seed-sharing workshop which was facilitated by SAP. From
this workshop he got a handful of seed, which helped him start
his agricultural enterprise …he got just 6 seed potatoes. He
planted them and harvested 4 x 10kg bags, sold 2 and replanted
2. From then he has been progressing from strength to strength.
Through the organic agricultural skills that he has acquired from
ACAT, he has been recruited by herb growers to help other
young people in the area to grow herbs in order to provide them
with employment opportunities in the Nkandla area. They grow
herbs to make perfumes and have a guaranteed market for their
produce. The herbs must be grown organically. From the same
source he had a tender to fence a total of 41 hectares, now fenced,

Mrs Mngomezulu at Nkandla who lives in
this house has started a small spaza shop
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in different areas within Nkandla. This has enabled him to
employ 5 other young people, 4 of whom are helping him with
fencing and one is looking after his vegetable plot.’

Mrs Molefe of Siyazibongela, Nqutu in her
winter vegetable garden

There is a story from the Nqutu SAP report that shows great
commitment to the community that I find both inspirational
and humbling, ‘Mrs T Buthelezi, using her own transport
money, goes around the industrial areas looking for whatever
scrap material she can collect to help the security of small
gardens they have started. She collects the materials and keeps
them at her home. When and if there is someone who has
started gardening but does not have anything to protect it from
animals, she takes these scraps materials to help protect home
food gardens’. ACAT go on to say that, ‘It is not possible to
walk around that area without noticing the difference that
these small gardens have made. In the dry cold winter, group
members come out with a smile eager to show what they have
produced for their families’.

These human stories put flesh on the thorough, formal elements of the reports that we receive from ACAT. As with
TREE, we are confident that our grants are well spent; so we have invited and received a proposal for the
continuation of EDP funding in the Nkandla area.
Liz Sharp

ECAG

Eshowe Community Action Group

two new classrooms at Ntatshana Primary School
in memory of Dr Mary-Rose Kirkpatrick
The Principal of Ntatshana Primary School, Mrs Sibiya, wrote, ‘We hereby wish to thank and appreciate you for
the two beautiful classrooms you rendered us. It is a great achievement to our school as it will equip and promote
the culture of teaching and learning successfully since our classes were overcrowded. Our school and all stakeholders
thank you a lot and wish you to come back for a support. Thank you’
In a fuller report sent to us by ECAG, we are reminded ‘that class sizes of 70 learners are not uncommon, drop out
and repetition rates (of school years) are high and a large number of children do not attend school at all. Every year,
pupils, mostly girls, have to give up education. No matter whether it is raining or the sun is shining, blazing hot or
chilly cold, these children walk from their homes, on average 3 to 5 miles one way and then back again in the
afternoon, hoping to acquire enough knowledge to be able to change their simple lives.’
ECAG go on to say, ‘Ntatshana School, situated about 85
miles from Eshowe (in the Nkandla area) had only three
classrooms with almost 370 learners aged 6-14. The school
was running 8 grades out of these three classrooms and the
lack of space became a critical issue. They were expecting
a further influx in 2010 and ECAG knew that something
had to be done to assist the school with new classrooms in
order that these young children could receive a better
education. Classes had to wait outside to be taught under
the trees, as there was not enough accommodation for
each child to have his/her own desk and sit in the
classroom. There is just such enthusiasm for education
even though it is so basic. These young children are so
6th October 2009
willing to give of their best and we know that this project
will be a great success. These schools have become safe
places for the learners, a social hub, a place to learn and a place that gives opportunities. The teachers work hard to
deliver quality education that will be a major instrument in bringing change to these areas, changing mindset and
adopting new ideas. We know that the impact of these buildings will ripple far beyond the donations made towards
this project.’
Russ and I hope to visit both Ntatshana and Mathiya, funded by legacy money in 2008, when we visit in 2010 and
look forward to showing photographs at the March meeting in Southwark Cathedral.
Liz Sharp
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Training & Resources in Early Education
We are delighted to hear that 15 practitioners have achieved a
national qualification in early childhood development. This
qualification makes a real difference to the lives of children in the
seventeen centres around the scattered rural area covered by the
Melmoth Early Childhood Development Forum (ECD). TREE has
just appointed a new trainer, Isabel Mbatha who has replaced Valerie
Gcaba to the practitioners. Valerie has been transferred to another
project in the Nkandla area. It’s good to know that her skills will
continue to be used in childhood development.
An element of the practitioners training has included a ‘Positive Living’ course that was requested by the
practitioners themselves. The following extract from the report that we received from TREE in August makes
instructive reading:
‘Many (practitioners) requested for TREE to facilitate this training or
assist with the transfer of this information to male counterparts in their
community. Polygamy is an acceptable cultural practice by African men
with little or no consideration for their wives. Little or no consideration
is given to traditional African women who are forced to engage in sexual
relations, resulting in many women being infected by sexually
transmitted viruses. The information filtered through the Positive
Living Course helped them better understand their role and
responsibilities as mothers and caregivers who are mainly women. Many
commented on their knowledge being enriched in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of being tested and acknowledgement of HIV
and AIDS status.
Thinking skills around the determination to survive illness.
The importance of living a healthy lifestyle with the inclusion of
exercise, water, good nutrition and detoxing ones body.
How to treat illness with natural resources
The disastrous effects of alcohol, drugs and unhealthy foods
Pregnancy and birth
Spiritual belief. ’

child playing with a toy car
made out of wire

Practitioners wanted to know how to obtain healthy foods so the Trainer is
now distributing equipment and seeds – good! Hopefully Russ and I will see lots of potatoes and cabbages growing
when we visit in February.
In October 2008 Helwel Council agreed to fund a three module Parenting
Programme in the Melmoth ECD. Two modules have now been completed.
Quoting again from TREE’s report, ‘The training has the effect of
encouraging parents & caregivers to have confidence in themselves as the
child’s primary caregiver and educator which in turn promotes the quality of
the home environment in which the child can develop and thrive. Through
the guidance of the ECD site supervisor, parents will:
•
•
•
•

•

parent - child interaction

•
•
•
•

Gain understanding of young children’s rights and needs
Understand the roles and responsibilities of parents/caregivers
Understand the importance of Early Childhood Development
Understand the basic principles of nutrition, health promotion,
disease prevention, prevention of common accidents, prevention of
abuse and neglect
Understand the prevention of HIV and AIDS and support affected
children
Understand the importance of play and active learning
Gain ideas on play and active learning in the home
Communicate freely on shared ideas, experience and problems
Gain self confidence in their skills. ’
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T R E E (continued)

concentration !

HELWEL HIKE

The Parenting Programme in the Melmoth area has two more years to run
but the Practitioner Training in the Melmoth ECD Forum is now complete.
We remain impressed by TREE’s commitment to the welfare of young
children and their families so have invited TREE to submit a proposal to
train a further set of practitioners in a new area. We have now received this
proposal for work in the Nqutu area that will be discussed at our November
meeting.
Liz Sharp
Helwel Hike pictures:
below: Carolyn Mowbray, Liz Sharp
& David Watson at the source of the
River Thames
right: the disused canal & dog
about to tumble in!

20th June 2009

Andrew & Tessa Pemberton invited us to trek from
the River Thames to the Severn River to raise funds
primarily for clean water and sanitation projects.
Appropriate as those rivers are the two longest in the
UK and where the disused canal joining them contains
water it is not that clear and clean as Carrie, one of the
accompanying hounds, discovered when she fell ten
feet to the muddy canal bed!

After some confusion over the car parks some 25 of us
gathered at Kemble railway station and set off to find
the source of the River Thames and the canal that
enabled barges to cross England from London to
Bristol. As we walked an unexpected treat was that
Andrew had arranged for the Red Arrows to perform
for us on their way to the Kemble Air Show. Where
the canal goes under the watershed is the Sapperton
tunnel, once the longest in the world. The tunnel’s two
portals have different but very splendid stone façades.
Close by the easterly entrance to the tunnel was our
lunchtime goal, the Tunnel House Inn.
Fed and watered (nay, beered) we continued through
the woods, past air shafts, which we were warned not
to inspect too closely, for fear of falling 70 metres to
the canal below! Rejoining the canal we followed it on
towards Chalford and the New Red Lion Inn for tea
and scones.

Good News! Council member
& former volunteer Sally
Walker (née Hanning) gave
birth to Basil Robin last
June. We congratulate Sally
and Chris.
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Another memorable hike, enjoying the company, the
countryside and the interesting industrial archaeology
along the route. Many thanks to the Pembertons.
Why not come along next year – the date and venue
will be announced in the Helwel News Update in the
Spring of 2010.
See you wherever! Russ Sharp

Kwanele Home Based Care

The KwaNele building is nearly finished!

The builders have been very busy in the grounds of St Christopher’s church in the parish of St Augustine’s, not far
from Nqutu. The simple but sturdy three roomed structure (see photo on the front page) will provide much needed
office and storage accommodation for the volunteers of KwaNele Home Based Care.
The area has a very high incidence of HIV infection and there are hundreds of
orphans, many cared for by Grannies and others in child-headed households.
The volunteers liaise with the social welfare department to get available
grants. Often the children’s births have not even been registered, which makes
them ineligible for grants and for schooling. They also liaise with district
clinics and the local hospital, which is the Charles Johnson Memorial Hospital
where our founders, Maggie and Anthony Barker, worked for so many years.
The volunteers visit the sick, whether or not they are known to have
HIV/AIDS, including very many old people.

This HIV sufferer holds up a
packet of e’pap supplement

Kate Vilakazi, the inspirational nurse whose home is in the parish and who
started KwaNele, works in Johannesburg but visits home monthly. She often
brings donated clothing and also the nutritious easily absorbed food
supplement e’pap, donated by the company which developed it. e’pap has
proved to be almost miraculous in rescuing severely dehydrated and
malnourished HIV/AIDS sufferers from acute infections which would
otherwise have killed them. The clothing and the e’pap need secure storage.

The wonderful Sheila Ngobese who lives in the village near St Christopher’s, heads up the local committee. She is
also on the local ACAT committee. Moreover the Chair of the KwaNele board is the Rev Canon Ignatius Zwane,
who is director of the Anglican Diocesan Agency for Development from his base at KwaNzimela. We are thrilled
that our links with three organisations have come together to develop a project very close to Nqutu where Anthony
and Maggie were for so many years.
Helwel donated £500 to KwaNele for running expenses just before last
Christmas. Kate, who is an excellent communicator, in sending thanks
for the donation, told us that they were “able to celebrate Christmas
with a party for the
orphans, sick, grannies
and care-givers”.
The building will cost
about £13,000. Part of
the Barker legacy is
being used, and it will
of course be dedicated to them. By the time that Liz and Russ visit
Zululand in 2010 it will be finished, and we greatly look forward to
their report.
Carolyn Mowbray

Great to have news from Annie Gale (née Lear - volunteer 1993-94)
“I've been married to Jimi for 5 fantastic years so far. The first couple were full of adventure as we both worked
and played hard. Jimi's a banker (a nice one, honest) in London, and I was working for a not-for-profit
organisation running leadership development programmes for leaders from all sectors / walks of life in North and
East Kent. We wound down by doing triathlons, walks, rides on our wedding-present tandem, ran a marathon
and climbed Mont Blanc together.
Then we had a baby; two in fact.
The next 3 years have been full of adventure in a very different way, as I've given up work to look after the little
ones (Minnie, nearly 3 and Jago, 1). It's chaotic but wonderful, especially as Jago was born with a very rare and
serious heart disorder which required open-heart surgery at 1 week old. He's doing brilliantly; a real fighter, and
so sunny with it. He'll need more surgery in future and he won't be doing marathons (miracles excepting), but
we're just so grateful we've got him!
Apart from that, we help run a week-long Christian teaching holiday for families each summer, which is lots of
fun and keeps us (mostly) out of mischief and reliant on God.”
Annie
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Special Open Council Meeting
2.30 – 4.00 p.m.
Saturday 13th March 2010
in the ‘New Room’ at Southwark Cathedral
with an illustrated talk by Liz & Russ Sharp
who will have recently returned from visiting the projects
that we support in KwaZulu Natal
all Friends are very welcome

refreshments

Friends of Zululand News Sheet
Revd Bill Johnston now produces a news sheet about exZululand contacts and occasional articles on SA &
Zululand in particular. If you would like to receive it, he
will be happy to send it to you (by e-mail preferably).
The Revd Bill Johnson
Honeysuckle Cottage
Redford
MIDHURST
GU29 0QG
tel: 01428 741131
e-mail: mfundisi@totalise.co.uk

WILL YOU HELP?
Over £15,000 was raised through Gift Aid donations in the last year, helping vital development work in KwaZulu
Natal.
Every £1 gift aided enables Helwel Trust to reclaim an extra 28p from the taxman.
Will you make a regular donation, increase your existing bankers order or make a one-off donation? Helwel Trust
urgently needs your continuing support - please help us again.
For more information on the Gift Aid Scheme or if you need a Gift Aid Declaration Form
please contact:
Carol or Mike French
phone: 0127 984 2404
e-mail: mikef@hadham99.freeserve.co.uk

Thank you
Self Assessment Repayment may be donated to Charity
The section Q19A on the Self Assessment return allows a taxpayer to donate all or part of their SA repayment to
charity (Helwel Trust’s code is SAH70AG). This option is only available to individual taxpayers, not partnerships,
trusts or estates and is not available through the Short SA Return.
Ways of giving to Helwel Trust through CAF:
Give As You Earn: Helwel Trust’s GYE number for pre-tax payroll giving is 000104834
CAF Vouchers
CAF Charity Card
CAFCASH
www.cafonline.org (for online donations)
Donations to Helwel Trust may be sent to
Carol & Mike French, Copperfield, Station Road, MUCH HADHAM, SG10 6AX

If you would like more copies of this Newsletter, Gift Aid
Envelopes, a leaflet on leaving a Legacy to Helwel Trust or
further information about Helwel Trust –
please contact the Organizing Secretary, Liz Sharp at
Hele Cottage, Hele Cross, Ashburton,
NEWTON ABBOT, TQ13 7QX
Tel: 01364 652333
e-mail: helwel@talktalk.net
http://www.helweltrust.co.uk
All8the Trust's Officers give their services voluntarily.
Registered Address of the Helwel Trust: as above
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